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Ain’t Natural
Graphics Mixed Media
by Dawn Tree
This piece depicts a boy from the
20’s era wearing headphones,
a gold chain and nikes. This
represents what the interests are
with most people, which is
materialistic. Behind are real
archived
photos from the 1921 race
massacre that occurred in Tulsa,
Oklahoma Greenwood district
considered Black Wall Street with
many high grossing, successful
businesses. The image that says
the Negro out of Tulsa are very
real images. The foreground is a
forest scene here also.
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Graphics Mixed Media
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This piece displays a representation of Dick Roland “Diamond”
and the elevator worker Sarah
Page. The original building
where
it was said to be where
Diamond tripped and touched
Page. Rumored to later be
spotted in Chicago, marriedDiamond & Page. I show an
image of the inside of an elevator. The foreground is a
forest scene. The original pubthe
massacre that destroyed most
of the businesses in Black Wall
Street, located in the Greenwood District of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Currently Black Wall
Street is struggling to survive.

Graphics Mixed Media
by Dawn Tree

Massacre
:a specific incident which
involves the killing of people
in this case racially, jealousy, envy inspired
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Blatancy
Graphics Mixed Media
by Dawn Tree

by Dawn Tree
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This piece shows a photo of
the aftermath of the massacre, a building in ruins. Here
you also see an oversized
Diamond, which represents
Dick Roland “Diamond” (his
nickname) the 17-yr-old
shoe shiner who supposedly
bumped a white woman,
Sarah Page, in the elevator.
This started the
riot/massacre. Rumored to
later be spotted in Chicago,
married-Diamond & Page. A
prominent family of Black
Wall Street is shown in a 20’s
era car, styling and being
their authentic selves. The
foreground is the forest.

Here is a copy of the Confederate Reunion in 1918, 3 years
before the Black Wall Street
(BSW) massacre. Tate Brady is
listed as chairman, selfproclaimed founder of Tulsa
(which is not true, there were
natives here beforehand of
course). Nathan Forest is a
known 3rd generation KKK
member. Currently there is a
Brady District, which is placed
at the bottom left. I placed a
black business store front on
top of the sign because the
district is a blatant disrespect
to Black wall street, which
currently intersect Greenwood (BWS). I have also
marked out the confederate

The Hooker Safe
Graphics Mixed Media
by Dawn Tree

Hooker

This piece highlights the Hooker
safe, which was said to have
survived the massacre. Money
in the safe was that of business
owners that did not put their
money in the white bank, which
was on the south side of Tulsa.
Also the telegram that was sent
from OKC ordering the National
Guard in, who actually ended
up dropping bombs on Tulsa
instead. Hostages being
marched & driven down to the
convention center are shown in
archived photos. The background is the forest.

The Kool Klad Klan
Graphics Mixed Media
by Dawn Tree

Massacre

This piece highlights an ad from
the 20’s advertising if you got
your suite tailored you could get
a discount into the KKK. The
number killed in the air strike
administered by the Natural
Guard is wrong. It was more.
Tent cities were set up for black
folk, why because their beautiful
owned homes had been
destroyed. A barrel of a gun is
pointed right at you. I mean
how does that feel? Marked our
riot again because it was a
massacre. A massacre you say?
Yes. The background is the
forest.

Dawn Tree is a journalist by trade and uses her art to uncover and settle her soul.
Tree has the ability to storytell, via the knowledge obtained from this series.
In order to bring this series to a gallery, museum, institution, school or organization contact Dawn Tree.
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